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Millions of electrons
The Cooper-pair box -A Superconducting Charge Qubit
|n> is the state with n (extra) Cooper-pairs on the island V. Bouchiat et al., Phys. Scr. T76, 165 (1998 ) M. Büttiker, Phys. Rev. B. 36, 3548 (1985 A. Aassime, G. Johansson, G. Wendin, R. J. Schoelkopf, and P. Delsing, PRL 86, 3376 (2001) Charge read-out Single shot read-out possible using the single-electron transistor (SET).
G. Johansson, A. Käck, and G. Wendin, PRL 88, 046802 (2002) Charge qubits decohere quickly away from the degeneracy ("magic") point due to 1/f charge noise.
The SET measures charge. Nothing to measure at degeneracy.
"magic"
|0> -|1> |0>+|1>
Could you measure at degeneracy by coupling to something else? 
Superconducting qubit read-out using an lumped circuit LCoscillator is quantum limited independently of oscillator quality Q.
Low Q enables fast read-out (~50 ns for charge qubit).
Low Q is favorable for thermal dephasing in the off-state.
Low Q is bad for qubit relaxation but we apply low pass filtering.
